1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are characterized by impairments in social communication as well as the presence of restricted interests/repetitive behaviors ([@bb004]). While the etiology of ASD is still unclear, many current theories suggest alterations in genetic and neurobiological mechanisms as key underlying factors of this disorder ([@bb003]; [@bb0056]). Neuroimaging studies have revealed abnormalities in brain functioning and brain connectivity as critical in defining the phenotype of ASD, and such differences may underlie neuroanatomical alterations in this population. For example, voxel based morphometry (VBM), a technique that measures regional grey and white matter volume using probabilistic mapping ([@bb006; @bb007]), has been used extensively to study the neuroanatomy of ASD in: children and adolescents ([@bb0013]; [@bb0017]; [@bb0097]; [@bb0098]; [@bb0096]), and adults ([@bb0011]; [@bb0042]; [@bb0084]; [@bb00121]; [@bb00122]; [@bb00133]). These studies have regularly reported differential anatomical measures (i.e. concentration, density, volume) of grey and white matter in brain regions associated with processing cognitive and social functions in individuals with ASD. These include the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), prefrontal cortex, amygdala, caudate nucleus, putamen, and somatosensory cortex ([@bb0067]; [@bb0071]; [@bb0080]; [@bb0090]; [@bb00106]; [@bb00125]; [@bb00124]). Many of these anatomical differences also strongly correlate with ASD symptom severity ([@bb0067]; [@bb00116]; [@bb00145]) suggesting a brain--behavior relationship. Some neuroanatomical studies have applied their findings to pattern classification analyses in order to identify potential diagnostic markers of ASD ([@bb0041]; [@bb00138]).

Despite the promising directions in morphometric investigations of ASD neuroanatomy, the findings have been relatively inconsistent across studies. This inconsistency likely emerges from the differences in approaches to morphometry, specifically VBM, across studies. Methodological differences, type of participants included (high-functioning versus low-functioning, classic ASD versus ASD with comorbid conditions), and age and developmental level of the participants can significantly affect the findings of these studies. Methodological variations are related to the use of different software and toolboxes available for image processing, (i.e. Brain Activation and Morphological Mapping \[BAMM\], CIVET, "Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration Through Exponentiated Lie algebra \[DARTEL, [@bb005]\]), each of which may use different algorithms ([@bb0082]; [@bb00126]). While difference in participant selection across studies is another source of variability in findings, perhaps the biggest contributor to this heterogeneity is the developmental stage of participants targeted. Many studies have reported that individuals with ASD show aberrant growth and developmental trajectories from early childhood into adulthood, but relatively few studies are longitudinal, limiting the analyses to cross-sectional designs with smaller numbers of participants and relatively narrow age ranges. This is potentially confounding given the findings of strong age-related effects on cortical development in both typically developing (TD) ([@bb0057]; [@bb0059]) and ASD ([@bb0033]; [@bb0030]; [@bb00114]; [@bb00124]) individuals. Thus, region-specific morphometric findings in ASD have largely been inconsistent, making it difficult to identify emerging consensus on neuroanatomical differences in this population.

These inconsistencies have made meta-analytic approaches such as anatomical likelihood estimation (ALE) an attractive approach to identifying trends and convergence across a large number of studies. ALE is a coordinate-based meta-analysis technique that uses statistically significant foci reported from different studies to create probability distribution maps for voxels of interest across experiments or foci, which are then used to generate structural or functional maps across groups of datasets or experiments ([@bb0045]; [@bb0043]; [@bb00136]). This method and other similar techniques (such as Signed Differential Mapping: SDM) have been used to conduct meta-analyses of VBM studies of ASD, and have been useful in identifying areas of consistent differences in cortical matter (CM, which refers to either grey or white matter depending on specific analyses) across studies ([@bb0026]; [@bb0039]; [@bb00104]; [@bb00113]; [@bb00142]). However, many of these meta-analyses have included studies comparing ASD participants with IQ scores below the cutoff for intellectual delay (IQ \> 70), to TD controls with average IQ scores ([@bb0026]; [@bb0039]; [@bb00104]). Additionally, some meta-analyses also included region of interest (ROI)-based analyses in their study pool ([@bb00142]), which may alter statistical outcomes due to the differential statistical models and differences in anatomical boundaries of ROIs across studies ([@bb0058]; [@bb0089]).

Limiting these potential sources of variability, the current study included 21 structural neuroimaging studies using conservative inclusion criteria for an ALE analysis of VBM results reported in ASD literature. The participants in these 21 studies largely include individuals with high functioning autism (HFA) and Asperger\'s syndrome (AS). There are 3 main points that guided our decision to group the participants from each study in this manner. The first is the difficulty in identifying morphometric differences between HFA and AS participants using a meta-analytic approach (as illustrated by [@bb00147]) since HFA and AS are rarely separated in morphometry studies. The second is that as per the DSM-V classification, AS is no longer considered a separate diagnosis, with the new criteria focusing on a spectrum diagnosis using 1 of 3 functional levels (dependent on the amount of support needed for the individual) ([@bb004]). Our decision to group what was previously AS with what was previously HFA is meant to reflect this change. The third is that by combining the two high-functioning diagnostic groups, we are hoping to limit the contribution of intellectual impairment or developmental delay on cortical morphometry without sacrificing power to detect any potential effect. A thorough quality control process was followed to verify the quality of all spatial transformations for regional accuracy, matter type, and limit within-study and within-group contributions that may arise from the inclusion of multiple studies from the same authors ([@bb00137]). Rather than conducting individual ALE maps for age ranges, effectively "blocking" participants by age groups and limiting power due to the strict selection criteria followed, we report the studies contributing to each significant cluster and the age range under which each study falls. By doing so, we hope to identify clusters of anatomical regions that are atypical at younger stages of development, older stages of development, and regions that are consistently atypical in the brains of individuals with HFA/AS. Thus, the focus of this study is to identify the emerging themes from the structural neuroimaging literature in ASD with an emphasis on the neurodevelopmental trajectory of this disorder. The findings of this study will provide important insights into the characterization of the morphology of the brain in ASD, and further illuminate its developmental significance.

2. Methods and materials {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Publication selection (inclusion/exclusion criteria) {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------------------------

The selection criteria for this meta-analysis consisted of studies involving HFA and AS participants with reported IQ measures greater than 70, and methodologies limited to whole-brain VBM. A comprehensive literature search was conducted using *Pubmed, Google Scholar, and the Brainmap.org*, and the VBM database within the *Sleuth 2.2* software ([@bb0049]; [@bb0050]; [@bb0088]) in order to identify peer reviewed articles investigating neuroanatomical differences in ASD. Keywords used in the search parameters for the databases included: ASD, VBM, morphometry, grey matter volume, white matter volume, autism spectrum disorders, autism, and Asperger\'s syndrome. Additional papers were located by reviewing the references of studies selected for the meta-analysis, in addition to studies used or reported in previous meta-analyses ([@bb0026]; [@bb0039]; [@bb00104]; [@bb00113]; [@bb00142]). Our search criteria yielded a total of 36 peer-reviewed published articles. Of the 36, two articles were excluded as they used non-VBM modalities (i.e. DTI, Freesurfer), another two were excluded due to region of interest (ROI) analysis as opposed to whole brain analyses, and another eleven were excluded as those studies had subjects with comorbid conditions in the comparison group (i.e. Intellectual disability, ADHD, Fragile X), or in which participants had IQs \< 70. The exception to these was [@bb0017], which included comparisons between individuals with ADHD and autism, and participants from [@bb00119], and [@bb00133] that had IQs less than 70. In the former, only the significant results comparing individuals with ASD to TD controls were used, in the latter, only results from comparisons of HFA (IQ \> 70) to TD controls were used. This conservative selection process yielded a total of 21 articles containing a total of 1055 participants reporting 478 separate neuroanatomical foci. The selected publications had a total of 506 ASD participants (mean age = 19.56 ± 9.15) and 549 (mean age 19.14 ± 9.26) TD controls. The age range was 6--59 years for the ASD group, and 6--58 years for TD controls (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} for demographic information by study).

MNI coordinates of significantly different grey and white matter measures were extracted from each study meeting the selection criteria. Studies that reported their results in Talairach coordinates were converted to MNI space using the *tal2icbm* script in [@bb0095] ([@bb001110]; [@bb004444]), and articles that reported Talairach coordinates converted from MNI space using the Brett Transform were converted back to MNI using the *tal2mni* script ([@bb0016]). Articles reporting MNI coordinates converted from Talairach coordinates using the Brett Transform were converted back to Talairach space using the *mni2tal* function, and then transformed to MNI space using the *tal2icbm* transformation. The parameters, templates, smoothing kernels, and transformations applied to studies included in our analysis are described in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}.

2.2. ALE parameters {#sec2.2}
-------------------

ALE analyses were performed using the [@bb00137] correction to the [@bb0045] method, in order to minimize within-subject effects of subject groups with multiple experiments and the contribution of multiple-foci to modeled activation maps. Separate analyses were performed comparing clusters of voxel-based increases in CM (grey and white) and decreases in CM (grey and white) between individuals with ASD and TD controls. The analyses were performed at a cluster forming threshold (CFT; reported with each p value and ALE thresholds in the results, ALE values greater than this threshold are statistically significant) computed using an FDR of p \< 0.05 (with no assumptions to correlations within the dataset) and a conservative minimum cluster volume of 200 mm^3^ using GingerALE (v2.3.1) ([@bb0045]; [@bb00137]). The weighted centre of the anatomically modelled cluster convergences was then verified using *FSLView* 5.0.6 ([@bb0070]) atlases with the MNI 152 brain template (1 mm) ([@bb0070]; [@bb00131]; [@bb00146]). Individual ALE maps were computed for areas of increased and decreased CM in order to minimize directionality-based overlaps caused by the proximity of ROIs. The results of these analyses were followed up by 4 subsequent analyses on CM types (one with studies reporting more grey matter in individuals with ASDs, and others reporting less grey matter in individuals with ASDs, with two similar comparisons for white matter). These were also computed with CFTs using a minimum cluster of 200 mm^3^ and FDR of p \< 0.05. These were used as a comparison to the global CM findings in order to both verify the results of the global CM analyses, as well as to identify differences unique to grey and white matter.

2.3. Assessing the effects of age on computed results {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------------

The developmental level of participants for all the studies included in our analyses ranged from children and adolescents (6--16 years of age), to younger and older adults (18--58 years of age), to heterogeneous samples across multiple age ranges (i.e. 8--47 years of age). A challenge for meta-analytic VBM studies in ASD is that few studies assess age-related changes in the cortex, instead employing univariate approaches comparing groups at different developmental windows (i.e. 8--16, 18--40, etc.). Considering this, some previous studies have grouped participants from different age ranges into windows of children and adolescents, and adults ([@bb0039]). There is evidence however, that cortical maturation of many areas peaks at pre-adolescence (11--13), with steady declines in late adolescence ([@bb0057]; [@bb0059]; [@bb00115]). As such, a dichotomous grouping based on univariate analyses may not present the complete picture of development in ASD. To address this concern, the age range of significant foci from our analysis will be reported in order to evaluate whether certain structures are more atypical in individuals with ASD across development or if they are confined to an isolated developmental window (i.e. less than 16 years of age or greater than 16 years of age).

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Significant clusters of the ALE analysis {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------------------

The analysis of global decreases in CM found localized decreases in temporal and occipital brain regions in individuals with ASD, with left lateralized decreases in parietal, frontal limbic regions, and right lateralized decreases in limbic regions. Global increases in CM in ASD were primarily localized to the frontal lobe; however, increases in CM were also found in ASD in left anterior temporal and right cerebellar regions. When the analyses were narrowed by CM type, grey matter decreases in ASD were localized to smaller clusters of parietal, cerebellar, and hippocampal regions and all grey matter increases in ASD were predominantly in prefrontal and temporal grey matter. White matter decreases were lateralized to the left hemisphere within the parietal cortex, ACC, and thalamic white matter connections.

3.2. Significant decreases in cortical matter {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------------

Significant ALE clusters of less CM in ASD (FDR computed CFT; *p* \< 0.002, ALE threshold \> 0.008) were found bilaterally within the inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) (LITG volume = 416 mm^3^; RITG volume = 296 mm^3^), the left occipital pole (volume = 400 mm^3^), and right lateral occipital cortex (volume = 200 mm^3^). Additional decreases in CM were found in the left parietal lobe in the postcentral area (volume = 256 mm^3^), and angular gyrus (volume = 240 mm^3^). Frontal limbic and subcortical decreases in CM were identified in the ACC (volume = 376 mm^3^), hippocampus (volume = 256 mm^3^), and the posterior limb of the internal capsule (volume = 352 mm^3^). Finally, a cluster of decrease was found overlapping vermis IX and VIIIb of the left cerebellum. When these foci were divided into separate analyses on grey and white matter, grey matter decreases in ASD (FDR computed CFT; *p* \< 0.0013, ALE threshold \> 0.0077) were localized to the right hippocampus (volume = 280 mm^3^) and cerebellar IX/VIIIb vermis (volume = 344 mm^3^) which overlapped with clusters in the global analysis, but an additional cluster was found in the left parietal operculum (volume = 200 mm^3^). Focused ALE on white matter decreases in ASD (FDR computed CFT; *p* \< 0.0011, ALE threshold \> 0.007) found clusters within the right internal capsule (volume = 376 mm^3^), ACC (volume = 352 mm^3^), and lateral occipital cortex (volume = 336 mm^3^). The results of the global and focused CM decrease analyses, significant at an FDR correction of *p* \< .05, are displayed in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.

3.3. Significant increases in cortical matter {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------------------

The analysis examining increased CM in individuals with ASD (FDR computed CFT; *p* \< 0.002, ALE threshold \> 0.008) revealed a number of significant clusters within the frontal lobe bilaterally. These included a large cluster within the left superior frontal gyrus (LSFG) (volume = 592 mm^3^), the right precentral gyrus (volume = 520 mm^3^), and three clusters within the frontal pole (FP) bilaterally (LFP volume = 376 mm^3^ and volume = 224 mm^3^; RFP volume = 232 mm^3^). A large cluster was also found in the left temporal pole (particularly the middle temporal gyrus, volume = 528 mm^3^), and right area VIIIb of the cerebellar vermis (volume = 616 mm^3^). When these foci were analysed separately for grey (FDR computed CFT; *p* \< 0.0015, ALE threshold \> 0.008) and white matter (FDR computed CFT; *p* \< 0.0004, ALE threshold \> 0.007), clusters within the LSFG (volume = 656 mm^3^), right precentral gyrus (volume = 384 mm^3^), left temporal pole (volume = 584 mm^3^), and area VIIIb of the cerebellum (volume = 384 mm^3^) remained significant, as did two of the three clusters within the FP (right: volume = 248 mm^3^; left: volume = 232 mm^3^) for grey matter foci. The focused analysis on grey matter increase also yielded two more significant clusters that were not found in the global CM map. One cluster in the ITG (volume = 240 mm^3^), and another cluster overlapping the lateral occipital cortex and fusiform (volume = 216 mm^3^). The results of the global CM increases and grey matter specific increases are displayed in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. Separate analysis of increased white matter initially suggested that there was an increase in white matter volume within the left putamen, however, the foci contributing to this maximum were found to be from a single study ([@bb0096]). When either the HFA or AS group from this study was removed, or the foci from both were grouped, no areas of increased white matter were found.

3.4. Age-related contributions to reported maxima {#sec3.4}
-------------------------------------------------

An important aspect of characterizing the neurobiology of a pervasive developmental disorder like ASD is to understand its neurodevelopmental trajectory. Due to the variability in participant selection criteria across different studies, isolating specific developmental windows is challenging. Nevertheless, our analysis revealed some interesting results. In the global analysis (analysis of all matter), decreases in the ACC and cerebellar vermis IX/VIIIb emerged from studies on children and adolescents with ASD (6--16 years of age). These results were also seen in the decreased grey matter (along with a decrease in the parietal operculum) and white matter analyses. However, we found increases in volume in the superior frontal and precentral areas in the global increase analysis specific to studies of older individuals with ASD (18--52 years of age), which also persisted within the grey matter analysis.

The rest of the significant clusters are formed across one of three categories based on the age range of foci forming the MA map: child to young adult (6--20 years), adolescent to adult (12--59 years), and throughout development (6--59 years). Clusters for studies of child to young adult participants included thinning of the postcentral gyrus in the global CM decrease and grey-matter specific increases in RITG and area VIIIb of the cerebellar vermis. A large majority of the significant foci stemmed from the adolescent to adult age group. This included global decrease of the occipital pole, angular, temporal pole, frontal pole, and lateral occipital gyri, grey matter decrease in the temporal and frontal poles, and white matter decrease in the internal capsule and superior parietal clusters. Clusters that formed from foci with large age ranges (6--59 years) included the internal capsule and hippocampus in the global CM decrease analysis, with the hippocampus persisting into the grey matter decrease analysis, area VIIIb of the cerebellum vermis in the global increase analysis, and the fusiform gyrus in the grey matter increase analysis. A comprehensive list of which studies contributed to each focus and colour-labelled maps of each group outlined above are displayed in [Table S1](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figs. S1 and S2](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} of the supplementary material.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

The results of this coordinate-based meta-analysis suggest alterations in grey and white matter volume (increase and decrease) in individuals with ASD, relative to TD control participants. Clusters reflecting increases in grey matter were found in frontal, temporal, and cerebellar areas, and clusters indicating decreases in grey matter were found in parietal--temporal, right hippocampal/amygdala, and cerebellar regions. This is consistent with previous structural MRI findings of increased CM ([@bb0020]; [@bb0021]; [@bb0039]; [@bb0063]; [@bb0064]; [@bb00124]; [@bb00142]) and decreased CM (see [@bb0027] for review) in individuals with ASD. Some of these findings are also consistent with previous meta-analyses of brain volumetric differences in the ASD population which survived leave-one-out tests of validity ([@bb0026]; [@bb0039]; [@bb00104]; [@bb00142]). White matter decrease in ASD was seen primarily within the ACC and internal capsule of the basal ganglia, and lateral--occipital cortex. This may reflect underlying microstructural organization, as alterations in fractional anisotropy (FA) in these areas have been reported in diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies of ASD ([@bb002]; [@bb0018]; [@bb0069]; [@bb0077]; [@bb0078]; [@bb00127]; [@bb00128]; [@bb00135]).

4.1. Increased prefrontal cortex volume in autism {#sec4.1}
-------------------------------------------------

One of the key areas of volumetric alterations found in this study is the prefrontal cortex which, in general, has been considered as the epicenter of neurobiological abnormalities in ASD. Significant clusters of grey matter increase were located within the left superior, middle, and inferior frontal gyri, and right medial prefrontal cortex (SFG, MFG, IFG, and MPFC respectively). MRI and lesion studies have suggested that these structures contribute to a number of cognitive processes, including inhibition (MPFC, IFG; [@bb007788]; [@bb007775]), working memory (MFG, SFG; [@bb005555]; [@bb0038]), motor sequencing and imitation (IFG, SFG; [@bb00134]; [@bb006666]), and language (IFG; [@bb0066]), all of which have been reported to be atypical in ASD ([@bb0012]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0073]; [@bb0083]; [@bb00100]; [@bb00108]; [@bb00130]). Clusters of increased frontal grey matter are especially interesting considering recent post-mortem findings of significantly increased number of neurons in the frontal cortex, especially in MPFC and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in ASD ([@bb0030]). Increased levels of microglia and astroglia in active states in the frontal cortex have also been reported in ASD ([@bb00141]). Cell-structure studies in the frontal and temporal lobes of individuals with ASD have found that cortical minicolumns (basic functional unit of the cerebral cortex) are both smaller and more numerous ([@bb0022]). Numerous neurons packed in smaller columns can lead to altered patterns of connectivity favoring local overconnectivity and long-distance underconnectivity ([@bb0028]; [@bb0032]; [@bb0072]). Thus, it is possible that the complex neurobiology of ASD may entail such widespread (anatomical, functional, microstructural, and cellular) abnormalities. The increase in prefrontal cortex grey matter in ASD found in our meta-analysis could reflect a noticeable structural alteration in individuals with ASD, which could contribute to or be the result of cytoarchitectural differences in the brain.

4.2. Frontal-posterior differences {#sec4.2}
----------------------------------

The findings of the present study also suggest distinct morphometric differences between frontal and posterior brain regions in ASD, with increases in grey matter primarily localized to frontal regions, and decreases in grey and white matter localized to parietal--occipital--temporal, limbic, and cingulate areas. Such differences have been reported by previous structural neuroimaging studies ([@bb0064]). A similar pattern was also seen in terms of altered asymmetry of the IFG and posterior superior temporal cortex in autism ([@bb0065]). Additionally, functional neuroimaging studies of visual and visuospatial processing have reported increased parietal and occipital activation and intact or enhanced connectivity among relatively posterior areas of the brain ([@bb0074]). A recent review of the relationship between development and functional connectivity suggested that children with ASD may display increased connectivity, and adolescents and adults display decreased to normal functional and structural connections between frontal--parietal and default mode regions of the brain ([@bb00139]). It should be noted that the increases in temporal and frontal regions, and decreases in parietal regions found in our study are specific to adolescents and adults with ASD, and may support a developmentally shifted pattern of cortical development reflecting less communication between frontal and parietal--temporal regions. Alternatively this could arise from posterior autonomy, which entails a more parietal and occipital reliant method of information processing. However, it is difficult to find direct support for either account, as VBM studies rely on the assumption that MR signal intensity correlates with white matter fiber integrity This does not always seem to be the case in normal or clinical populations ([@bb0019]; [@bb0048]). Despite this limitation, some support for the frontal-posterior differences has come from DTI literature, which report reduced FA and increased mean and radial diffusivity values within temporal, and frontal regions in ASD ([@bb009]; [@bb00128]; [@bb00135]). One of the most consistently reported region of white matter alteration (including our meta-analysis) is in the ACC, which serves as an integration hub for many different types of executive and social processes, and has been associated with cytoarchitectural abnormalities in children with ASD ([@bb00129]). What these structural differences contribute to the ASD phenotype and how they develop is an important topic of debate and should be addressed by future studies.

4.3. Cerebellar volumetric differences {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------------

Consistent with some previous meta-analyses of VBM in ASD ([@bb0026]; [@bb0039]), we found statistically significant clusters of grey matter alterations (less GM in area VIIIb/IX on the left, more GM on area VIIIb on the right) within the vermi of the cerebellum. Grey matter abnormalities within the cerebellum are widely reported in ASD literature ([@bb0020]; [@bb0034]; [@bb0031]; [@bb0033]; [@bb0029]; [@bb0035]; [@bb0046]; [@bb0047]; [@bb0062]; [@bb0092]; [@bb00110]; [@bb00141]). A consistently reported neuroanatomical abnormality in cerebellum in ASD is a significant reduction in the number of Purkinje cells (see [@bb0010] for review), which can have a significant impact on connectivity ([@bb0081]). The cerebellum has reciprocal connections with the basal ganglia and premotor cortex ([@bb0037]; [@bb0099]; [@bb00132]), the latter of which was found to be enlarged in the right hemisphere in individuals with ASD in the present study. Reduced connectivity between cerebellum and motor cortex was reported in fMRI studies of sequential finger-tapping ([@bb00103]). This is interesting not only due to the relationship between the cerebellum and motor cortex, but also because our results suggest increases in grey-matter along the precentral gyrus. This could reflect possible communication deficits between these two regions. Additionally, studies on children with cranial fossa tumours (whom have regions of the cerebellum near the vermis removed), frequently report communication and social deficits such as mutism, which overlap with some communication and social deficits present in autism ([@bb00111]; [@bb00112])[.]{.ul}

4.4. Implications for social cognition {#sec4.4}
--------------------------------------

Our findings of increased grey matter in the angular gyrus, frontal and temporal pole, and middle temporal gyrus have strong implications for social cognition, especially Theory-of-Mind (ToM) in individuals with ASD as these three regions are routinely activated during ToM tasks ([@bb0025]; [@bb0053]; [@bb0055]; [@bb0054]; [@bb00107]). In addition, the FP shares functional and white matter connections with the angular gyrus, temporal pole, and ACC ([@bb009]; [@bb0079]; [@bb0085]; [@bb0094]). Atypical connections between these regions have been found in ASD during mentalizing tasks ([@bb0024]; [@bb0052]; [@bb0072]; [@bb00148]).

Fusiform activation has consistently been reported as decreased in ASD when viewing faces (and some have argued increased compensatory ITG activation) ([@bb00123]). A recent study by [@bb00105] used a combination of meta-analytic connectivity modeling (MACM) of co-activating ROIs, and resting state-connectivity analysis using the fusiform (which was an area of significant grey matter increase in our analysis) as a seed. They found bilateral decreases in connectivity with the IFG, temporal--occipital cortex, middle temporal gyrus, SMA, SPL, thalamus, and left medial temporal lobe in both face processing and resting state data, in addition to decreased connections with the cerebellum in ASD. Bilateral alterations in ITG (including the fusiform gyrus), left middle temporal gyrus and angular gyrus volume are also important considering the role of these regions in face, object, and word processing ([@bb0086]; [@bb00109]; [@bb00120]). Meta-analyses of activation for faces, objects, and words have suggested that middle and superior frontal, middle and superior temporal, and fusiform regions show altered, predominantly left lateralized activation in ASD ([@bb00120]), which overlaps with some of the anatomical regions in the results of our meta-analysis. The connectivity results from this meta-analysis overlap relatively well with our study, as well as previous meta-analyses of VBM, in addition to surface based morphometric approaches ([@bb0093]) in ASD. These findings highlight disruptions in discrete, task-dependent networks that may contribute to the ASD phenotype ([@bb0023]; [@bb00101]; [@bb00105]; [@bb00140]).

4.5. Sensory and motor circuitry {#sec4.5}
--------------------------------

Consistent with other meta-analyses and DTI, we report a decrease in white matter integrity in ASD in the posterior limb of the internal capsule of the right hemisphere ([@bb0039]; [@bb00113]). This particular region consists of many cortical and spinal white matter tracts, including the thalamic radiation, superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), inferior frontal--occipital fasciculus (IFOF), and spinal-thalamic tracts ([@bb0091]; [@bb00102]). Due to the widespread targets of these tracts, many have argued that white matter compromises in this area may contribute to problems with sensory and motor integration within individuals with ASD, and it is posited as a culprit for decreased longitudinal connectivity within the brains of ASD individuals ([@bb0078]; [@bb00127]; [@bb00128]).

5. Strengths and limitations {#sec5}
============================

Any meta-analytic approach in neuroimaging may be inherently constrained by variables, such as differences in scanner strength, method of data analyses, data quality control measures used, coregistration techniques used, and differences in statistical threshold at which results are reported by individual studies. The studies used in this meta-analysis represent almost 15 years of VBM data on ASD, with significant advances in techniques over the years. As such, a coordinate-based approach was preferred due to the availability of reported results and established methods of anatomical likelihood ([@bb00117]). Studies by Salimi-Khorshidi et al. (2009) reported that ALE results were closest in concordance with image-based meta-analysis when compared to other coordinate based approaches. While scanner resolution, inter-program registration techniques, and threshold criteria are difficult to control for in a coordinate-based meta-analytic approach, strict precautions were taken in our study to control for experimenter bias and coordinate transformation errors. For the former, we used the [@bb00137] correction, which reduces potential inflations from multiple foci in close proximity within a single experiment by calculating modelled activation (MA) maps across groups of subjects, rather than by experiment and uses the union/overlap of these maps to report significant results. This is done by using single foci from each experiment or subject group with the shortest Euclidian distance from the voxel of interest as the maximum probability of activation for that voxel ([@bb00137]). As an additional precaution against artefacts, the coordinate space from each study was evaluated and individual transformation into MNI space was applied instead of automated transformations into MNI space.

There are some universal caveats to anatomy-based imaging of individuals on the ASD spectrum. [@bb008] suggested that individuals with ASD display less defined grey/white matter boundaries than TD individuals. As such, intensity-based imaging techniques such as VBM could artificially inflate or deflate measures of cortical morphometry in this population. Surface-based studies registering to sulcal landmarks have found abnormalities in frontal and temporal cortices ([@bb002222]), along the angular/supramarginal gyrus ([@bb0061]; Libero et al., 2014). Since VBM does not register based on sulcal and gyral landmarks, morphometric alterations in these regions could be a result of these shifts that have not been detected by the technique ([@bb0014]; [@bb0036]).

Theories relating meta-analytic assessments of morphometric changes in ASD relative to activation, neurodevelopment, or connectivity has some conjectural limitations. Regarding neurodevelopment, many of the VBM studies included in this study, with the exception of one ([@bb0060]), analysed age-dependent changes in VBM results in favour of univariate approaches controlling for age and IQ. While this is an adequate approach for establishing main effects of group at discrete developmental windows, it does not address the fact that cortical measures differ as a function of age and development, which many studies of the ASD brain have been shown to be longitudinally different from TD individuals especially at younger ages ([@bb0033]; [@bb00115]; [@bb00124]). As such, researchers are limited to discrete developmental windows, which may not fully explain the course of ASD. Regarding connectivity, as stated previously in the discussion, a limitation of using VBM to infer white matter integrity is that MR signal does not necessarily correlate with white matter fiber integrity, making it a less optimal approach than diffusion tensor or weighted fiber tractography. Meta-analytic approaches to co-activation of brain regions such as MACM can provide some information with regard to inter-cortical communication across large database samples ([@bb0044]). Such approaches to white-matter tractography would benefit ASD research by potentially validating activation or morphometric differences associated with brain connections.

6. Conclusions {#sec6}
==============

To our knowledge, this ALE meta-analysis is the first to conduct a focused analysis within a high functioning subgroup of individuals with ASD. Many of the cluster results suggesting atypical cortical volumes are specific to regions associated with social cognition, which is frequently found to be atypical in individuals with ASD. Additionally, these differences seem to favor CM increases within the frontal cortex of older individuals with ASD, and white matter abnormalities in fiber integrity (such as the cingulate and internal capsule) relatively early in development. These results point to the difference in structural integrity of frontal and posterior brain areas in individuals with ASD which may have an impact on the functions and connections of these regions. Additionally, improvements in meta-analytic approaches for fiber-tractography would greatly aid in substantiating the argument that disrupted connectivity contributes to or is influenced by morphometric alterations in ASD. Furthermore, the localization of frontal grey matter increases in older adults illustrates a need for studying brain development in ASD as a longitudinal process, rather than across developmental windows.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary Figs. S1 and S2Significant clusters across analyses. A) Global CM decrease, B) grey matter decrease. C) White matter decrease, D) global matter increase, E) grey matter increase, mapped by age group contributing to the cluster\'s significance (green; 6--16 years, yellow; 6--20 years, purple; 6--59 years, magenta; 12--59 years of age, orange; 18--52 years of age).Supplementary Table S1ALE map information for each study with foci and cluster information.
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![Significant clusters of decreased CM in individuals with ASD. A) Clusters of global decreases in CM (blue), B) clusters of decreased grey matter in ASD (teal), C) clusters of decreased white matter in ASD (green), D) overlap between comparisons (magenta; global/GM overlap, yellow; global/WM overlap).](gr1){#f0005}

![Significant clusters of increased CM in individuals with ASD. A) Clusters of global increases in matter (red), B) clusters of increased grey matter in ASD (yellow), C) overlap between comparisons (magenta; global/GM overlap).](gr2){#f0010}

###### 

Studies and participant demographics.

               ASD participants   TD participants                                                                                      
  ------------ ------------------ ----------------- -------- ------- ------------------------------------ ---- ------ -------- ------- ------------------------------------
  [@bb001]     15                 12/3              NR       29      Verbal = 42.5/50, matrix = 48.9/50   15   12/3   NR       25      Verbal = 45.2/50, matrix = 52.2/50
  [@bb0017]    15                 15/0              10--16   14.2    106.8                                15   15/0   10--16   13.3    107.7
  [@bb0041]    22                 22/0              18--42   27      104                                  22   22/0   18--42   28      111
  [@bb0042]    89                 89/0              18--43   26      110                                  89   89/0   18--43   28      113
  [@bb0051]    15                 13/2              NR       17.5    101.2                                15   13/2   NR       18.6    112.1
  [@bb0060]    47                 47/0              10--50   21.4    107.5                                51   51/0   8--47    18.3    112.5
  [@bb0068]    15                 15/0              14--33   22.7    100.4                                13   13/0   14--34   19.2    106.6
  [@bb0075]    17                 14/3              6--14    8.88    108.76                               15   12/3   6--14    9.73    108.76
  [@bb0076]    12                 12/0              6--14    8.75    100.6                                10   10/0   6--14    9.4     99.83
  [@bb0084]    32                 32/0              17--32   23.8    101.6                                40   40/0   18--34   22.5    109.7
  [@bb0097]    17                 16/1              8--14    12      101(VIQ)                             17   16/1   8--14    11      114(VIQ)
  [@bb0098]    33                 27/6              7--16    11.6    113.2(VIQ)                           55   47/8   7--16    10.7    117.1(VIQ)
  [@bb0096]    36                 30/6              6--16    11.4    112.3(VIQ)                           55   47/8   6--16    10.7    117.1(VIQ)
  [@bb00118]   14                 13/1              8--18    12.9    102(VIQ)                             13   13/0   8--18    12.1    111(VIQ)
  [@bb00119]   13                 13/0              8--18    12      102(VIQ)                             13   13/0   8--18    12      111(VIQ)
  [@bb00121]   10                 10/0              18--52   38      105                                  12   12/0   18--52   39      106
  [@bb00122]   10                 10/0              20--50   37.8    107                                  10   10/0   20--50   38.2    106
  [@bb00133]   39                 35/4              16--59   30      106                                  33   30/3   19--58   32      105
  [@bb00138]   24                 22/2              8--18    13.23   105.67                               24   22/2   8--18    13.25   106
  [@bb00143]   16                 16/0              12--20   15.4    100.4                                16   16/0   12--20   15.5    99.7
  [@bb00144]   15                 15/0              12--20   15.2    100.5                                16   16/0   12--20   15.5    99.7

NR, not reported; VIQ, verbal IQ.

###### 

Neuroimaging parameters and statistical thresholds.

  Study        Field strength   Sequence   Software           Resolution            Template            Smoothing   Correction              *p*-Value                          Transform
  ------------ ---------------- ---------- ------------------ --------------------- ------------------- ----------- ----------------------- ---------------------------------- -----------
  [@bb001]     2 T              NR         SPM96              1 × 1 × 1.5           MNI305              12 mm       (unc.)                  *p* \< 0.001                       tal2mni
  [@bb0017]    1.5 T            MPRAGE     SPM2 (OVBM)        NR                    Custom              12 mm       (unc.)                  *p* \< 0.001                       NA
  [@bb0041]    3 T              NR         SPM5               1.09 × 1.09 × 1.09    Talairach           8 mm        (unc.)                  *p* \< 0.1                         tal2icbm
  [@bb0042]    3 T              SPGR       FSL (FNIRT)        NR                    FNIRT               3 mm        Permutation *n* = 500   *p* \< 0.004 (GM) p \< 0.005(WM)   NA
  [@bb0051]    1.5 T            MPRAGE     SPM2 (OVBM)        NR                    Custom              12 mm       (unc.)                  *p* \< 0.001                       NA
  [@bb0060]    1.5 T/3 T        MPRAGE     SPM5               1 × 1 × 1             SPM5                8 mm        Bayesian                \> 99% Confidence                  NA
  [@bb0068]    3 T              MPRAGE     CIVET              1 × 1 × 1             ICBM152             12 mm       FDR                     *p* \< 0.05                        NA
  [@bb0075]    1.5 T            NR         SPM5 (OVBM)        . 94x.94              Custom              8 mm        (unc.)                  *p* \< 0.001                       tal2mni
  [@bb0076]    1.5 T            SPGR       SPM5 (OVBM)        Custom                Custom              8 mm        (unc.)                  *p* \< 0.001                       tal2mni
  [@bb0084]    3 T              3DIRSPGR   SPM5/DARTEL        0.75 × 1.25 × 1.6     Custom              8 mm        FDR                     *p* \< 0.05                        NA
  [@bb0097]    1.5 T            DEFSE      BAMM               [@bb008888]           [@bb0015]           4.4 mm      FWE                     \< 1 fpc under null                tal2icbm
  [@bb0098]    1.5 T            DEFSE      Talairach (1988)   . 859x.859x3          [@bb0015]           4.4 mm      FWE                     \< 1 fpc under null                tal2icbm
  [@bb0096]    1.5 T            DEFSE      BAMM               . 859x.859x3mm        [@bb0015]           4.4 mm      FWE                     \< 1 fpc under null                tal2icbm
  [@bb00118]   1.5 T            3DFLASH    SPM99              0.8 × 0.8 × 1         SPM99(averaged)     12 mm       FDR                     *p* \< 0.05                        NA
  [@bb00119]   1.5 T            3DFLASH    SPM99              0.8 × 0.8 × 1         MNI                 12 mm       FDR                     *p* \< 0.05                        NA
  [@bb00121]   1.5 T            SPGR       SPM99              . 89x.89x1.5          MNI                 10 mm       (unc.)                  *p* \< 0.001                       tal2mni
  [@bb00122]   1.5 T            SPGR       SPM2               . 89x.89x1.5          Custom              10 mm       FWE                     *p* \< 0.05                        tal2icbm
  [@bb00133]   1.5 T            SPGR       SPM2               0.859 × 0.859 × 1.5   Custom              8 mm        FWE                     \< 1 fpc under null                tal2icbm
  Uddin        1.5 T            SPGR       SPM5               1 × 1 × 1             MNI                 10 mm       FWE; Monte-Carlo        *p* \< .01                         NA
  [@bb00143]   1.5 T            NR         SPM2               1 × 1 × 1             SPM + T1 averages   8 mm        (unc.)                  *p* \< 0.001                       tal2mni
  [@bb00144]   1.5 T            SPGR       SPM2               NR                    SPM + T1 averages   12 mm       FDR                     *p* \< 0.05                        tal2mni

NR, not reported; NA, not applicable; MP-RAGE, magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo; SPGR, spoiled gradient recalled echo; 3DIRSPGR, three-dimensional inversion recovery-prepared fast spoiled gradient recalled; DEFSE, dual-echo fast spin echo; 3DFLASH, 3D Fast Low Angle SHot; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; SPM, Statistical Parametric Mapping; FSL, FMRIB Software Library; CIVET, a brain segmentation pipeline; BAMM, brain analysis morphological mapping; VBM, voxel-based morphometry; OVBM, optimized voxel-based morphometry; DARTEL, Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration Through Exponentiated Lie Algebra; FNIRT, FSL non-linear registration tool; TOM, Template-o-matic toolbox; FDR, False discovery rate; FWE, family-wise error; fpc, false-positive cluster; unc, uncorrected statistical threshold.

###### 

ALE maps for matter decreases in ASD participants.

  Region                       Hem   x     Y     z     Volume   ALE value
  ---------------------------- ----- ----- ----- ----- -------- ---------------------------------------------------
  *TD \> ASD*                                                   
  Inferior temporal            L     −46   −60   −8    416      0.014264904[\*\*](#nstbl3.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Occipital pole               L     −32   −94   −10   400      0.01464336[\*\*](#nstbl3.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Anterior cingulate           R     2     34    10    376      0.011359522[\*\*](#nstbl3.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Internal capsule             L     14    −6    0     352      0.01167158[\*\*](#nstbl3.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Cerebellum IX/VIIIb vermis   L     −2    −60   −40   320      0.01216303[\*\*](#nstbl3.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Inferior temporal            R     52    −60   −16   296      0.011550702[\*\*](#nstbl3.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Hippocampus                  R     32    −10   −20   256      0.010775952[\*\*](#nstbl3.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Postcentral gyrus            L     −32   −38   60    256      0.011418079[\*\*](#nstbl3.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Angular gyrus                L     −44   −56   26    240      0.010977356[\*\*](#nstbl3.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Lateral occipital cortex     R     46    −64   28    200      0.010175092[\*\*](#nstbl3.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                                                
  *TD \> ASD grey matter*                                       
  Cerebellum IX vermis         L     −2    −60   −40   344      0.012163029[\*](#nstbl3.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Hippocampus                  R     32    −10   −20   280      0.010775952[\*](#nstbl3.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Parietal operculum           L     −54   −30   22    208      0.009828495[\*](#nstbl3.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                                                
  *TD \> ASD white matter*                                      
  Internal capsule             R     14    −6    0     376      0.0110779265[\*](#nstbl3.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Anterior cingulate           R     4     34    10    352      0.010652142[\*](#nstbl3.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Lateral occipital cortex     R     46    −64   28    336      0.010174975[\*](#nstbl3.2){ref-type="table-fn"}

Hem: hemisphere; L: left; R: right.

Significant at *p* \< .001.

Significant at *p* \< .002.

###### 

ALE maps for matter increased in ASD participants.

  Region                       Hem   x     Y     z     Volume   ALE value
  ---------------------------- ----- ----- ----- ----- -------- ---------------------------------------------------
  *ASD \> TD*                                                   
  Cerebellum area VIIIb        R     14    −62   −42   616      0.013753387[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Superior frontal             L     −18   32    44    592      0.013148831[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Superior frontal             L     −22   22    48             0.010468714[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Temporal Pole                L     −42   6     −28   528      0.013823562[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Temporal Pole                L     −42   −2    −28            0.010931179[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Precentral                   R     48    0     40    520      0.013296759[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Frontal Pole                 L     −32   50    −6    376      0.013463693[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Frontal Pole                 R     4     64    −12   232      0.01040588[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Frontal Pole                 L     −32   42    12    224      0.01076785[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                                                
  *ASD \> TD grey matter*                                       
  Superior frontal             L     −18   32    44    656      0.013148831[\*](#nstbl4.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Superior frontal             L     −22   22    48             0.010468714[\*](#nstbl4.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Temporal Pole                L     −42   6     −28   584      0.013823563[\*](#nstbl4.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Temporal Pole                L     −42   −2    −28            0.010931179[\*](#nstbl4.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Cerebellum area VIIIb        R     14    −62   −42   384      0.013332463[\*](#nstbl4.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Precentral                   R     48    0     40    384      0.0125858905[\*](#nstbl4.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Frontal Pole                 R     4     64    −12   248      0.01040588[\*](#nstbl4.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Inferior temporal            R     42    −60   −8    240      0.009480287[\*](#nstbl4.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Frontal Pole                 L     −32   42    12    232      0.010767846[\*](#nstbl4.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Lateral occipital/fusiform   L     −46   −64   −6    216      0.010389547[\*](#nstbl4.2){ref-type="table-fn"}

Hem: hemisphere; L: left; R: right.

Significant at *p* \< .001.

Significant at *p* \< .002.
